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Protein kinase D (PKD) is a nodal point in cardiac hyper-
trophic signaling. It triggers nuclear export of class II histone
deacetylase (HDAC) and regulates transcription. Although this
pathway is thought to be critical in cardiac hypertrophy and
heart failure, little is known about spatiotemporal aspects of
PKD activation at the myocyte level. Here, we demonstrate that
in adult cardiomyocytes two important neurohumoral stimuli
that induce hypertrophy, endothelin-1 (ET1) and phenyl-
ephrine (PE), trigger comparable global PKD activation and
HDAC5 nuclear export, but via divergent spatiotemporal PKD
signals. PE-induced HDAC5 export is entirely PKD-dependent,
involving fleeting sarcolemmal PKD translocation (for activa-
tion) andvery rapid subsequentnuclear import. In contrast, ET1
recruits and activates PKD that remains predominantly sar-
colemmal. This explains why PE-induced nuclear HDAC5
export in myocytes is totally PKD-dependent, whereas ET1-in-
duced HDAC5 export depends more prominently on InsP3 and
CaMKII signaling. Thus�-adrenergic and ET-1 receptor signal-
ing via PKD in adult myocytes feature dramatic differences in
cellular localization and translocation in mediating hyper-
trophic signaling. This raises new opportunities for targeted
therapeutic intervention into distinct limbs of this hypertrophic
signaling pathway.

Various stresses trigger cardiac hypertrophy, remodeling,
and functional alterations (1, 2). Prolonged stress can also
become maladaptive, leading to heart failure, cardiac arrhyth-
mias, and sudden death.Many of these changes aremediated by
altered gene expression, and Class II histone deacetylases
(HDACs)3 (e.g. HDAC5) are recognized as key modulators of

this genetic reprogramming. HDAC5 represses transcription
by promoting more condensed DNA, and represses transcrip-
tion factors such as myocyte enhancing factor 2 (MEF2).
HDAC5 phosphorylation triggers its nuclear export (allowing
gene activation (Fig. 1a)). Both protein kinase D (PKD) and
calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII) are key
HDAC kinases (1, 2) and accumulating evidence indicates both
kinases are more active in heart failure and can contribute
directly to cardiac pathogenesis (3–6).
Cardiac PKD is activated in response to hypertension, pres-

sure overload, and chronic neurohumoral signaling (7). Over-
expression of constitutively active PKD (and CaMKII�) cause
cardiac hypertrophy followed by chamber dilation (8, 9).More-
over there is increased expression of PKD (and CaMKII�) in
failing rat, rabbit, and human myocardium (8, 10). Thus,
whereas PKD and CaMKII activationmay be involved in a wide
variety of cell functions (11–14), they are attractive potential
therapeutic targets in cardiac disease. Therapeutic benefit of
PKD/CaMKII inhibition may be largely due to prevention of
HDAC (class II) phosphorylation, thereby maintaining the
repressive effects of HDAC on transcription. Indeed, HDAC5
knock-out mice develop profound pathological cardiac hyper-
trophy and HDAC5 overexpression can limit progression of
cardiac hypertrophy (15, 16). On the other hand, HDAC inhi-
bition is a promising chemotherapeutic strategy in cancer (17–
21). HDAC subtype-specific inhibition might be a way to
resolve this benefit conflict, but targeting upstream of HDACs
may hold unique benefits. Along these lines, cardiac-specific
deletion of PKD1 (and CaMKII� knock-out) limit cardiac
remodeling after aortic constriction (5, 22) and novel PKD
inhibitors have had some success in the prevention of patholog-
ical hypertrophy (23–25) as well as of pancreatic and prostatic
cancer growth (17, 26). In the heart, a bettermechanistic under-
standing of how cardiomyocyte PKD and CaMK are activated
in response to pathogenic neurohumoral stimuli (5–6) is
needed to evaluate the therapeutic potential of specific PKD/
CaMKII inhibition.
PKD (previously termed PKC�) exhibits 3 isoforms, of which

PKD1 is the predominant cardiac isoform. This serine/threo-
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nine kinase consists of a C-terminal catalytic core and anN-ter-
minal regulatory moiety with two cysteine-rich regions (C1a
and C1b) and a pleckstrin homology domain (27–29). Like in
PKC (30), the C1 domains of PKD impart reversible membrane
recruitment in response to G protein-coupled receptor-in-
duced production of diacylglycerol (DAG), or in response to
phorbol esters. The classical pathway for PKD activation
involves a membrane recruitment phase and PKC-mediated
phosphorylation of serine residues within the activation loop of
the catalytic domain (Ser744/Ser748), followed by autophos-
phorylation at serine 916 (near the C terminus) (31–35). Recent
work has also raised the possibility of Ca2�-dependent PKD
activation (36, 37). In cultured neonatal rat ventricular myo-
cytes PKD is the predominant HDAC5 kinase (7). However, in
adult ventricular myocytes PKD expression is greatly reduced
(38), and we have shown that PKD contributes equally with
CaMKII in governing endothelin-1 (ET1)-induced HDAC5
nuclear export (37).
We previously identified a novel and entirely InsP3- and

Ca/CaM-dependent process in ET1-induced HDAC5 nuclear
export and transcriptional regulation in adult cardiomyocytes
(37). The�-adrenergic receptor agonist phenylephrine (PE) can
also induce HDAC5 nuclear export and is known to induce
cardiac remodeling (7). Here we show that PE and ET1 (both
acting via Gq-coupled receptors) induce comparable global
PKD activation, HDAC5 nuclear export, and transcriptional
activation in adult cardiomyocytes, but that the subcellular sig-
naling via PKD differ dramatically. PE signaling was totally
InsP3- andCa/CaMKII-independent, in contrast to ET1 (where
InsP3, calmodulin, and CaMKII are critical players). Moreover,
PE induced very rapid and transient PKD recruitment and acti-
vation at the sarcolemma, followed by rapid PKD translocation
to the nucleus. In contrast ET1 cause more stable PKD recruit-
ment to the sarcolemma, with less nuclear translocation.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Myocyte Isolation and Adenoviral Infection—All animal and
biohazard protocols were approved by the appropriate com-
mittees at theUniversity of California, Davis. Rabbit ventricular
myocytes were isolated as previously described (39) and plated
on laminin-coated culture inserts. Culture medium was PC-1
(Cambrex) supplemented with 5% penicillin-streptomycin.
Myocyteswere infected for 2 h (multiplicity of infection 10–50)
with recombinant replication-deficient adenovirus expressing
HDAC5-GFP, PKD1-GFP, or DKAR variants, with subsequent
culture for 20–30 h. GFP fluorescence (CFP/YFP for DKARs)
indicated infection and localization. For non-targeted DKAR
experiments, ventricular myocytes were also infected with ade-
novirus encoding PKD1. To ensure adequate infection of myo-
cytes (lack of GFP expression), protein expression of PKD was
assessed by Western blotting. After 24 h, myocytes were
exposed for 1 h to 100 nM ET-1, 10 �M PE, 200 nM PDBu or
vehicle as indicated. These experiments were performed with
or without 1 �M KN-93, 10 �M BisI, 2 �M 2-APB (2-amino-
ethoxydiphenyl borate), or 10 �M Gö6967 pretreatment for
20 min.
Immunoblotting and Immunocytochemistry—Isolated myo-

cytes were rinsed in PBS and treated as indicated before lysing

in ice-cold buffer containing in mM: 150 NaCl, 10 Tris (pH 7.4),
2 EGTA, 50 NaF, 0.2 NaVO3, 1% Triton X-100, and protease
and phosphatase inhibitor mixture III (Calbiochem). Cell
lysates were flash-frozen and stored at �80 °C. Proteins were
size fractionated on 8% SDS-PAGE before transferring to a
0.2-�m nitrocellulose membrane. Immunoblots were blocked
with 5% milk in Tris-buffered saline, Tween. The blots were
then incubated overnight at 4 °C with primary antibody: PKD,
PKD-phospho-Ser916, or PKD-phospho-Ser744/Ser748 (1:1000;
Cell Signaling). After incubation with the HRP-labeled second-
ary antibody, blots were developed using enhanced chemilumi-
nescence (Pierce SuperSignal). All signals were recorded using
a UVP-EpichemII darkroom imaging system for quantification
and captured on film for representation. Equal protein loading
was ensured by reprobing for GAPDH (1:5000; Abcam). All
experiments were performed in duplicate.
For immunostaining, myocytes seeded on glass coverslips

were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS. After incubation
in PBS with 0.1% glycine, cells were permeabilized with 1% Tri-
ton X-100 and incubated with anti-PKD (1:50, overnight, 4 °C).
This was visualized with anti-rabbit (Alexa 488).
Confocal Measurements—GFP-HDAC5 and PKD1-GFP sig-

nals were measured by confocal microscopy with argon laser
excitation at 488 nm and emitted fluorescence (F) at LP 500.
Image J software was used for analysis with the intensity of the
regions of interest normalized to area. Fluorescence intensities
were also corrected for background signal. For quantification of
recruitment to Z-lines, a plot profile was fitted to a sinusoidal
equation, and the amplitude was taken as the Z-line signal.
Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) Measure-

ments—FRET was measured 2 ways (1). A non-destructive,
ratiometric technique was used to monitor time-dependent
FRET changes (and this also helped to verify that the DKAR
signal was not saturated under the conditions used). In this
method CFP and YFP emission are measured upon CFP excita-
tion (the relative abundance of donor and acceptor is not an
issue for DKAR) (40). The following protocol was used: 100-ms
acquisitions of CFP image (CFP excitation and emission),
100-ms acquisitions of YFP image (YFP excitation and emis-
sion), and finally 100-ms acquisition of FRET image (CFP exci-
tation but YFP emission). This is then followed by the second
approach, the acceptor photobleach method, where FRET effi-
ciency was measured quantitatively as the increase in donor
(CFP) fluorescence upon YFP photobleaching (which elimi-
nates energy transfer from the donor to YFP) (40). Here, YFP
was progressively photobleached using 100-ms acquisitions of
the CFP image, 40-ms acquisitions of the YFP image, followed
by repeated 10-s exposure to the YFP-selective photobleach
(504/12 nm excitation). This protocol has been validated with
FRET-standard samples (41).
Fluorescence imaging utilized an inverted microscope

equipped with a 1.49 NA objective, and a back-thinned CCD
camera (iXon 887, Andor Technology). Image acquisition and
acceptor photobleaching was automated with custom software
macros in MetaMorph that controlled motorized excitation/
emission filter wheels (Sutter Instrument Co.) with filters for
CFP (excitation 427/10, emission 472/30 nm) and YFP (excita-
tion 504/12 nm, emission 542/27) (Semrock).
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“Prismless” TIRF Measurements (Total Internal Refraction
Fluorescene Microscopy)—Argon laser light (488/5 nm) was
directed through the objective with a multiple band dichroic
mirror. TIRF emission was selected with filters (515/30 nm for
GFP). Filter transitions and shutter eventswere automatedwith
acquisition software. 250-Millisecond exposure images were
obtained continuously.
Spatially Resolved Photobleaching in TIRFMode—The laser-

line was selected as above and directed to the sample with a
10/90 beam splitter. Laser photobleach exposure was con-
trolled by a Uniblitz shutter to 500 ms. Acquisition parameters
were optimized to minimize photobleaching so the following
images (250ms exposure) were obtained sequentially (as in Fig.
5a): 9 images every 30 s, 10 consecutive images followed by a
bleach pulse, 15 consecutive images, 6 images every 20 s, 10
images every 30 s. Postbleach images were normalized to an
averaged prebleach image to visualize F/F0 image time series.
The spatial profile of the normalized bleach spot was charac-
terized by bell-shaped profiles that were described by a Gauss-
ian form (42). Analysis of the evolution of the bleach spot was
performed, using a custom interface to the optimization tool-

box in Matlab, by fitting image data in a regularized least
squares sense to the formula,

F� x� ,t� � F0� x� � � �b�t� �
Vpeak�t�

wpeak�t�
2 exp� �

� x� � x�c�2

wpeak�t�
2 ��

where b is the base fluorescence outside the bleach region (fit
independently of the bleach spot), Vpeak is proportional to the
integral of the bell shape, wpeak is the width of the bleach spot,
and xc is the position of its center.
Statistical Analysis—Data are expressed as mean � S.E. Sta-

tistical discriminations were performed with Student’s t test
(paired when appropriate) and analysis of variance with p �
0.05 was considered significant.

RESULTS

Role of PKD in the Regulation of HDAC—ET1-induced
HDAC5-GFP nuclear export and excitation-transcription cou-
pling in adult cardiac myocytes is entirely dependent on local
InsP3-induced Ca2� release and CaM, and depends equally on
CaMKII and PKD phosphorylation of HDAC5 (Fig. 1a) (37).

FIGURE 1. Agonist-dependent signaling to HDAC5. a, signaling pathway to HDAC5 nuclear export. G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) activation leads to
InsP3 production, which in turn causes local, nuclear Ca2� release and CaMKII/PKD activation. These kinases then phosphorylate HDAC5 triggering its nuclear
export. b, rabbit ventricular myocyte expressing GFP-HDAC5 exposed to 10 �M PE, with enlargements of the nucleus 2 (N2) region before and after a 60-min PE
exposure. HDAC5 nuclear export was analyzed as a decrease of Fnuc/Fcyto normalized to the initial ratio (n � 12 for 100 nM ET1, 20 for 10 �M PE). c, myocytes were
pretreated with 10 �M BisI or Gö6976 for 20 –30 min before ET1 or PE exposure for 60 min. d, myocytes were pretreated with 1 �M KN93 or 2 �M 2-APB for 20 –30
min prior to ET1 or PE exposure (***, p � 0.001).
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Fig. 1b shows that in adult rabbit ventricular myocytes PE
(another Gq-coupled receptor hypertrophic agonist) produces
very similar HDAC5-GFP nuclear export to ET1 (34 � 2 versus
35� 2% at 60min). Control studies confirmed that the ET1 and
PE concentrations used are maximally activating. However,
PKC inhibition (with BisI) virtually abolished PE-induced
HDAC5 nuclear export, without altering that induced by ET1
(Fig. 1c). Also PKD blockade (with Gö6976, a PKC/PKD inhib-
itor) caused �50% inhibition of ET1-induced HDAC5 translo-
cation, and again completely blocked the PE-induced effect.
Conversely, pretreatment with the CaMKII inhibitor KN93 or
the InsP3R blocker 2-APB did not significantly alter the PE
response, but potently inhibited the ET1-induced HDAC5
nuclear export (Fig. 1d). Parallel effects were observed for PE-
versus ET1-induced myocyte enhancing factor 2 transcrip-
tional activation, using amyocyte enhancing factor 2-luciferase
reporter construct in adult rabbit ventricular myocytes (not
shown). These experiments indicate that PKC-dependent PKD
activation is required for PE-induced HDAC5 nuclear export
(independent of InsP3-dependent Ca release or CaMKII). This
contrasts with the ET1-dependent pathway, which requires
InsP3-sensitive calcium stores and both CaMKII plus PKD, but
not PKC. Thus, eachGq-coupled receptor agonist (ET1 and PE)
activates divergent signaling pathways in adult cardiac myo-
cytes. This also indicates that ET1-induced PKD activation

might be PKC independent, whereas that by PE requires PKC.
Notably, inhibition of PLC byU73122 blocks PKD activation by
bothET1 andPE, consistentwithDAG-dependent activation of
PKD that is independent of PKC, as suggested by previous work
(8, 38).
Do PE and ET1 Differ in Their Ability to Activate PKD1?—

Fig. 2a shows that exposure to PE, ET1, or the phorbol ester
PDBu cause a similar 5-fold increase in PKD autophosphoryla-
tion levels at Ser916 (often used as a read-out of PKD1 activity).
PE and PDBu both strongly activated phosphorylation of the
activation loop Ser744/Ser748 sites on PKD1 (by �4-fold), but
ET1 was much less effective in causing phosphorylation at
Ser744/Ser748. Because PKC is known to phosphorylate these
sites (32, 33), this is consistent with the more pronounced PKC
dependence for PE-induced HDAC5 nuclear export (versus
ET1; Fig. 1c).
To more directly measure PKD activity and activation time

course in adult cardiacmyocytes, we used the FRET-based PKD
activation reporter (DKAR) (36). DKAR includes a PKD-spe-
cific substrate and phosphoamino acid-binding domain linking
CFP andYFP, such that upon phosphorylation by PKD, FRET is
reduced (Fig. 2b).Monitoring theCFP/YFP ratio, we found that
PE and ET1 activated global PKD activity to a similar degree in
adult myocytes (Fig. 2c). We also used an additional DKAR
FRET measurement, i.e. donor fluorescence enhancement

FIGURE 2. Assessment of global PKD activation. a, representative Western blots of PKD expression and phosphorylation (using global and phosphospecific
antibodies) in adult rabbit myocytes and quantified protein signals (n � 6). b, principle of DKAR measurements of PKD activity (adapted from Kunkel et al. (25)),
upon phosphorylation of the substrate sequence a molecular switch occurs resulting in a decrease of FRET. Expression of the sensor is shown in rabbit
myocytes with selective excitation of CFP, YFP, or FRET (excitation of CFP, detection of YFP emission). c, ratiometric real time measurements of DKAR FRET in
adult rabbit myocytes (also expressing PKD1, n � 6). d, acceptor photobleach-induced enhancement of CFP fluorescence (DKAR FRET) after 20 min exposure
to PE, ET1, or PDBu (n � 6). Data are presented as the % change obtained, assuming that fully phosphorylated DKAR depicts no basal FRET.
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upon acceptor photobleach (Fig. 2d). This quantitative method
also showed similar PKD activity after 20 min exposure to PE,
ET1, and PDBu. These results are consistent with our in vitro
surrogate measure of PKD activity (phospho-S916 PKD) in Fig.
2a. These changes inDKARFRETwere reversible upon agonist
withdrawal and blocked by pretreatment with Gö6976 (not
shown).
The similar PKD activation by PE and ET1 in Fig. 2 does not

explain how these two Gq-coupled receptors differently affect
HDAC5 nuclear export and transcriptional activation (i.e. why
is PKD much more critical for PE versus ET1 signaling to the
nucleus?). It is possible that PKD localization and translocation

differ for PE and ET1, as PKD can redistribute among intracel-
lular targets in other cell types (43, 44). We explored this using
PKD1-GFP fusion proteins expressed in adult rabbit ventricu-
lar myocytes using an adenoviral vector.
Spatiotemporal Dynamics of PKD1 Localization in Response

to PE and ET1—Confocal imaging of adenovirally expressed
PKD1-GFP fusion protein and immunostained endogenous
PKD1 revealed that at rest, PKD1 expression is relatively uni-
form and cytosolic (slightly higher at Z-line/transverse tubule
region), and largely non-nuclear (Fig. 3a) (Fnuc/Fcyto is 0.5 �
0.03 and 0.68 � 0.06, respectively). Application of ET1 caused
rapid, sustained PKD recruitment to the plasma membrane or

FIGURE 3. Agonist-dependent spatiotemporal dynamics of PKD1 localization. a, rabbit ventricular myocyte expressing PKD1-GFP exposed to PDBu (top
left), ET1 (middle left), and PE (bottom left). Right panels show immunolocalization of endogenous PKD1 in non-transfected myocytes. Right bottom panels show
(b) PKD1-GFP localization was analyzed as FSL/Fcyto and Fnuc/Fcyto for membrane recruitment and nuclear import, respectively (n � 5; all 3 curves were
significantly different (left) and ET1 was different from PE and PDBu (right) by analysis of variance). c, for analysis of recruitment to T-tubular membrane (or
Z-line), plot profiles were fit to a sine wave (left) and amplitude was taken as Z-line signal (right, ET1 was different from PE by analysis of variance)).
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sarcolemma (SL, 39 � 4% increase), with only a modest and
much delayed nuclear import (9� 3 or 23% of the SL increase).
In striking contrast, PE only slightly increased membrane PKD
(7 � 2%), but muchmore strongly increased nuclear transloca-
tion (25 � 2 or 357% of the SL increase) (Fig. 3, a and b). Note
also that the smaller rise in nuclear PKD1 concentration with
ET1 happens with a clear delay and as the SL starts to decline.
These findings indicate that ET1 drives SL recruitment of
PKD1, whereas PE drives rapid nuclear recruitment of PKD1
(consistent with a more prominent role in nuclear HDAC5
phosphorylation). Similar results were obtained with immuno-
staining of endogenous PKD1 (Fig. 3a), validating the use of
PKD1-GFP as a tracer for the endogenous protein (not all data
shown). PKD1 is also recruited to the T-tubular membrane (SL
invaginations in cardiac myocytes), as indicated by the sharp-
ening of the fluorescence intensity at the Z-line/T-tubule loca-
tion versus the mid-sarcomere region (Fig. 3c). Moreover, the
relative strength of agonists (PDBu 	 ET1 	 PE) causing T-tu-
bule concentration was the same as that for surface SL (Fig. 3b).
To obtain more selective sarcolemmal PKD1-GFP informa-

tion we used prismless TIRF microscopy. In TIRF the angled
incident excitation beam is reflected by the glass coverslip on

which cells lie, such that the evanescent wave excites fluoro-
phores only within �100 nm of the glass surface. This allows
selective monitoring of the subsarcolemmal region with TIRF,
versus the entire cell with epifluorescence (Fig. 4a) (or�500 nm
depth with confocal microscopy). PDBu, ET1, and PE all
induced significant membrane recruitment (121 � 15, 42 � 4,
and 5 � 1%, respectively (Fig. 4b, supplemental Fig. S1, and
supplemental Movie S1), consistent in order of potency with
the confocal results (Fig. 3b). Although the amount of PKD1
recruitment to the membrane with PE is only 4–12% of that
induced by ET1, the initial rate of recruitment is similar (Fig.
4c), but it peaks earlier with PE (t1⁄2 � 33 versus 78 s) and partly
declines by 100–200 s (Fig. 4d). This is consistentwith transient
residence of PKD1 at the SL with PE, with subsequent rapid
translocation to the nucleus. The TIRF-measured membrane
recruitment is transient if the stimulus is removed (not shown).
Fluorescence recovery after photobleach (FRAP) in TIRF

mode provides additional local information about the degree of
PKD1 membrane association: slow recovery indicates stably
membrane-bound PKD, whereas fast recovery indicates more
mobile PKD. Fig. 5a shows activation with agonist to steady
state, followed by spot photobleach (see bleach spot in Fig. 5c

FIGURE 4. TIRF measurements of PKD1-GFP. a, rabbit ventricular myocyte expressing PKD1-GFP is shown using epifluorescence (top) and TIRF imaging (lower
panels), including membrane recruitment in TIRF mode upon exposure to PDBu. b, agonist-dependent PKD1 membrane recruitment analyzed as increases in
GFP fluorescence (normalized to initial signal) in TIRF mode (n � 10; all 4 curves were significantly different by analysis of variance), including the expanded
display of first 75 s (c) and amplitude-normalized time course (d).
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and supplemental Movie S2). The t1⁄2 of FRAP in control,
untreated myocytes was 3 s (Fig. 5b), indicating relatively free
PKD1-GFP movement. After PDBu or ET1 treatment, the
FRAP t1⁄2 was greatly slowed (41–58 s), indicative of high spe-
cific binding of PKD1-GFP, and reduced mobility. After PE
treatment, PKD1-GFPwas onlymoderately slower than control
(t1⁄2 � 8.5 s), suggesting relatively weak interactions of PKD1 at
themembrane under these conditions, and relative highmobil-
ity. Thus, PE causes very rapid recruitment of PKD1 to the
membrane, but also rapid release from the membrane, and this
would explain the more rapid appearance of PKD1 in the
nucleus upon PE activation (Fig. 3b). With ET1 (and PDBu)
activation, PKD1 appears to come to the SL more slowly, but
bind there more stably (explaining why little shows up in the
nucleus, especially at short times).
We further analyzed the spatiotemporal profile of FRAP,

where the bleached spot (red arrow) is normalized to the pre-

bleach intensity (Fig. 5c), allowing a three-dimensional surface
plot of the bell-shape bleach profile, which is monitored during
FRAP. Fig. 5d shows how the Gaussian profile would evolve by
the process of diffusion along the membrane (change in width)
or exchange with the cytosol (change in volume). Typical
experiments are shown in Fig. 5, e–f. FRAP for PE seemed
almost entirely due to a gain from the cytosol (pure reduction in
amplitude/volume) and very little diffusion along the mem-
brane (little increase in width). In contrast, FRAP for ET1 and
PDBu appeared to be primarily due to membrane diffusion
(increased width) with less exchange with the cytosol (smaller
changes in volume). These findings confirm that PKD1 remains
more mobile in response to PE (e.g. allowing release from the
membrane and transit to the nucleus) than to ET1 or phorbol
esters (Fig. 7). This may help to explain why HDAC5 nuclear
export is so dominantly PKD/PKC dependent for PE, and less
PKD dependent for ET1.

FIGURE 5. FRAP analysis of PKD membrane association. a, fluorescence recovery after spot photobleaching in TIRF mode. Target site was bleached after
steady-state was reached for agonist-dependent membrane recruitment (n � 8). b, FRAP portion of signals in a, normalized to steady state recovery (t1⁄2 for PE
significantly different versus Ctl and also versus ET and PDBu). c, selective ablation of fluorescence at the target site (red arrow or dark spot in ratio image) is
shown in TIRF images at the left and middle. Right panel is a three-dimensional isosurface rendering of the bleach spot. d, spatial profile of bleach spot, which
is plotted as fluorescence versus distance across target site (squares, data points; lines, Gaussian fit/simulation). Recovery due to membrane (lateral) diffusion
is seen as change in width, whereas recovery from the cytosol (PKD turnover) is seen as a change in volume. e, extraction of the width component of FRAP
recovery (indicative of lateral membrane diffusion) and f, of the volume component (indicative of exchange with cytosol).
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Spatiotemporal Dynamics of PKD1Activity in Response to PE
and ET—We also targeted PKD activity reporters to the mem-
brane and the nucleus: DKAR-SL andDKAR-Nuc, respectively.
All 3 agonists elicited a similar increase in PKDactivity at the SL
(FRETwas reduced 31� 5, 31� 4, and 24� 5% for PDBu, ET1
and PE, respectively; based on acceptor bleach induced donor
enhancement) (Fig. 6a). In contrast, PE was much more potent
in activating nuclear PKD than either ET1 or PDBu (Fig. 6b).
This was also apparent in the real-time, ratiometric FRET
measurements of nuclear and sarcolemmal PKD activity. PE
and ET1 triggered similar responses at the sarcolemma,
whereas ET1 caused a small, slow rise in nuclear PKD activity,
whereas PE elicited a faster and larger response (Fig. 6c). These
findings are consistentwith amore pronouncednuclear role for
PKD1 upon PE than ET1 stimulation.

DISCUSSION

PKD and CaMKII are critical signaling pathways that drive
cardiac hypertrophy and pathological cardiac remodeling and
are attractive drug targets (2, 5, 6). However, spatiotemporal
features and detailed mechanisms of key neurohumoral regu-

lators (e.g. ET1 and PE) are unresolved. Here we show for the
first time that the two Gq-coupled receptors ET1 and PE have
highly distinct pathways that diverge in spatiotemporal activa-
tion of PKD andCaMKII, but converge in activation of HDAC5
nuclear export and transcriptional regulation. These parallel
pathways may afford both signaling redundancy and unique
cross-modulation between ET1 and PE and other signaling
cascades that may differentially modulate one or the other
pathway.
Role of PKD and CaMKII in HDAC5 Export—Both PKD and

CaMKII are cardiacHDACkinases, butOlson’s group (4, 7) has
suggested that HDAC5 phosphorylation is mediated by PKD,
whereas HDAC4 is mediated by CaMKII (and HDAC4 has a
CaMKII anchoring site). This was based on extensive HDAC
studies in cell lines and cultured neonatal rat ventricular myo-
cytes (and our neonatal myocyte data agrees with that).4 How-
ever, PKD is dramatically down-regulated in adult versus neo-
natal myocytes (38), such that the predominance of PKD on

4 K. Helmstadter, J. Bossuyt, J. L. Martin, and D. M. Bers, unpublished data.

FIGURE 6. Agonist-dependent activation of nuclear and sarcolemmal PKD activity. a, PKD activity measured with sarcolemmal-targeted DKAR-SL. Left,
acceptor photobleach-induced enhancement of donor fluorescence (FRET after 20 min agonist treatment, n � 8). Right, rabbit myocyte DKAR-SL localization.
b, PKD activity measured with nuclear-targeted DKAR-Nuc. Left, acceptor photobleach measurement of FRET after 60 min agonist. Right, rabbit myocyte
DKAR-Nuc localization. c, ratiometric, real time measurement of nuclear or membrane PKD activity (arrow indicates drug addition) (n � 6, PE curve and ET1
curve differ significantly for DKAR-Nuc, but not for DKAR-SL). *, p � 0.05 versus control.
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HDAC5 translocation in adult ventricularmyocytesmay be less
complete. Indeed,we showed that in adult ventricularmyocytes
ET1-induced HDAC5 nuclear export was dependent on local
nuclear envelope InsP3R2-induced calcium release, and cal-
modulin was totally PKC-independent and that PKD and
CaMKII contributed equally (37).Herewe find that PE (another
Gq-coupled hypertrophic agonist), induces a similar degree and
rate of HDAC5 export and global PKD activation, but uses a
verydifferent signalingcascade.PE-inducedHDAC5phosphor-
ylation and export is entirely PKC- and PKD-dependent, but
entirely independent of InsP3 or CaMKII activation. The latter
pathway is consistent with observations in neonatal myocytes,
but raises new questions about how ET1 and PE pathways
diverge, and then converge via differential nuclear CaMKII and
PKD activation at the HDAC5 level.
Role of InsP3 in HDAC5 Export—Many G protein-coupled

receptors activate phospholipases to produce both InsP3 and
DAG, the latter of which activates several PKC isoforms. Acti-
vated PKCs then cause many downstream effects (including
PKD activation), some of which alter transcription. We devel-
oped (45) a fluorescent InsP3 sensor and showed that ET1 and
PE both induced rapid and similar increases in [InsP3] in adult
cat ventricular myocytes, and that InsP3 readily diffuses to the
nucleus. This raises the question, why PE-induced HDAC5
export fails to occurwhen PKC is blocked? It is possible that the
respective Gq-coupled receptors for PE and ET1 are at distinct
locations within the adult cardiomyocyte, resulting in distinct
[InsP3] patterns (e.g. with the InsP3 signal not reaching the
nucleus for PE). Alternatively, there could be differences in the
balance of [InsP3]/[DAG] produced or how InsP3 or DAG cou-
ple to PKD or CaMKII activation. Here we focused on spatio-
temporal aspects of PKD activation.
Global Versus Local Spatiotemporal PKD Activity and

Localization—Both ET1 and PE produced comparable global
PKD activation in adult rabbit myocytes, based on global PKD-
916 phosphorylation and FRET-based activity measurements
with DKAR.However, a clue to differential activation pathways
was that ET1 induced weaker PKD phosphorylation at PKC
target sites (Ser744/Ser748), despite comparable phosphoryla-
tion at the putative autophosphorylation site (Ser916). That is,
ET1 might activate PKD without PKC activity, and this is con-
sistent with our observation that ET1-inducedHDAC5 nuclear
export is partially PKD-dependent, but insensitive to PKC inhi-
bition. This PKC independence of PKD activation (insensitivity
to BisI inhibition) was also observed in neonatal rat ventricular
myocytes (8) although this was not reflected in decreased phos-
phorylation levels at the PKC target sites.Moreover in neonatal
rat ventricular myocytes the nuclear import of PKD for both
agonists was similar. Our spatiotemporal analysis of PKD local-
ization and activation in adult myocytes helped to clarify this
pathway difference in the cell type where hypertrophic signal-
ing is of interest for cardiac disease.
The canonical PKD activation pathway (although others

have been suggested) involves phospholipase-generated DAG,
which acts in 2 ways: (i) recruits cytosolic PKD to the mem-
brane and (ii) recruits and activates PKC isoforms at the mem-
brane, where novel PKCs then activate PKD by phosphoryla-
tion of the activation loop (Ser744/Ser748) (46, 47). In adult

cardiomyocytes we show that PKD1 rapidly translocates to the
sarcolemma upon ET1 and PE exposure. Indeed, during the
first 10–20 s the absolute rate of PKD1 appearance at themem-
brane was comparable for ET1 and PE (Fig. 4c), but the rapid
nuclear translocation of PKD upon PE-induced activation
caused the peak membrane (PKD) to occur earlier in time and
be smaller in amplitude compared with ET1 activation. This is
consistent with the notion that PKD phosphorylation at Ser744/
Ser748 facilitates release of PKD from the membrane and trans-
location to intracellular targets (e.g. nucleus, Golgi…) (46). Our
results also suggest that ET1 can activate PKD at the sarco-
lemma without PKC-dependent phosphorylation, and in this
case PKD remains membrane associated (perhaps because of
binding to different molecular partners where it could phos-
phorylate other membrane targets). Thus, our fluorescence
measurements (confocal, TIRF, and FRAP) show that the spa-
tiotemporal dynamics of PKD translocation are stimulus-spe-
cific with a more rapid nuclear translocation of activated PKD
upon PE activation. Recently, the O’Connell group (48) sug-
gested that �-adrenergic receptors are largely perinuclear. If
this is correct, an alternative interpretation to our findings is
that the lower sarcolemmal PKD1 recruitment observed with
TIRF and confocal imagingwas because the PE activation effect
was occurring mainly at the nuclear membrane (rather than
faster sarcolemmal to nuclear translocation). However, our
confocal data do not show appreciable perinuclear membrane
recruitment in response to PE. Also, the initial PE-induced
PKD1 recruitment to the sarcolemma (Fig. 4c) and similar
activity signal with DKAR (Fig. 6c) seem somewhat more con-
sistent with a major part of the PE-induced effect initiating at
the sarcolemma. The data also help to explain why HDAC5
phosphorylation and translocation is so strongly PKD-depen-
dent for PE versus ET1. However, we cannot exclude that some
portion of the PE-induced nuclear PKD activation is occurring
near internal �-adrenergic receptors.

The very slow and smaller amplitude ET1-induced PKD
nuclear translocation and activity (Figs. 3 and 6) may allow
InsP3- and CaMKII-dependent HDAC5 to occur (where PKD
andCaMKII contribute equally toHDAC5nuclear export) (37).
Although these results add satisfying mechanistic detail with
respect to how different strengths of nuclear PKD activation
occur for PE and ET1 activation, three questions will require
further study. First, what are the molecular interactions at the
membrane that dictate rapid PKD nuclear translocation (for
PE) and retention at the sarcolemma (for ET1)? Second, how is
PKD activated by PKC-independent mechanisms in response
to ET1 (in contrast to PE)? PKC-independent mechanisms of
PKD activation have been described (31, 32, 47), but are gener-
ally slower than what we report here. Third, what prevents the
PE-induced InsP3 from activating CaMKII-dependent HDAC5
phosphorylation (as seen for ET1 activation) when PKC is
inhibited? It is possible that InsP3 produced during PE activa-
tion is degraded prior to reaching the nuclear InsP3R-CaMKII
complex or that PE activates a parallel pathway diminishing the
InsP3 responsiveness. The differential spatiotemporal signaling
at the endothelin and �-adrenergic receptor that we have
uncovered should pave the way to understanding critical new
aspects of local receptor complex function.
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Local Versus Global PKD Activity—Sarcolemmal-targeted
DKAR failed to detect differences in sarcolemmal-localized
PKD activity with PE, ET1, or PDBu. The relatively strong sig-
nals there (25–30% reduction in FRET (Fig. 6a)) would be con-
sistent with nearly maximal PKD activity at the sarcolemma
with all three agonists. If that is true, it would indicate that even
the relatively small amount of PKD1 recruited to the sarco-
lemmaby PE (versusET1 or PDBu (Figs. 2b and 4b)) is sufficient
to fully phosphorylate DKAR localized at themembrane. Then,
the higher sarcolemmal PKD accumulation with ET1 would
have enhanced capacity to phosphorylate additional sarcolem-
mal targets, which may have lower PKD affinity than DKAR.
Nuclear PKD recruitment and activity is faster and larger for

PE versus ET1 (Figs. 3b and 6, b and c). However, even the
moderate levels of nuclear PKD achieved with ET1 are suffi-
cient for partial PKD-dependent HDAC5 phosphorylation and
nuclear export when CaMKII is inhibited (Fig. 1d and Ref. 37).
Although this maymean that a small amount of nuclear PKD is
sufficient to trigger substantial HDAC5 nuclear export, PKD
may also function in the cytosol to re-phosphorylate HDAC5
that is dephosphorylated there, keepingHDAC5more cytosolic
(as shown forCaMKII�) (49).Nevertheless, the faster and larger
rise of PKD activity in the nucleus for PE versus ET1 (Fig. 6c) is
entirely consistent with a more prominent nuclear role for
PKD1 upon PE stimulation (versus ET1) and with a critical role
in the regulation of HDAC5. The present study highlights how
precise control of spatial and temporal dynamics of PKD1 activ-
ity and localization direct the cell responses in a stimulus-spe-
cific manner. This may be the key to developing effective ther-
apeutic approaches to reverse pathological remodeling and
improve cardiac dysfunction.
In summary, the data here reveal highly distinct spatiotem-

poral patterns of PKDactivation and translocation in adult ven-
tricular myocytes in response to the activation of endothelin or
�-adrenergic receptors by ET1 and PE. PE and ET1 drive rapid
sarcolemmal recruitment and activation of PKD, but with PE
activation PKD then is rapidly shuttled to the nucleus where
PKD can activate HDAC5 nuclear export (Fig. 7). In contrast,
after ET1 activation PKD is much more stably bound at the
membrane, with only slower and smaller nuclear translocation
(and nuclear HDAC5 export). The experiments highlight how
spatiotemporal dynamics of PKD1 constitute an elegant fine
tuning system that controls the cell response and location-spe-
cific interactionswith other signaling pathways. This reinforces
the idea that PKD inhibition may be beneficial therapeutically

by keeping this HDAC5-dependent hypertrophic pathway in
check. However, it also demonstrates that �-adrenergic and
ET1 receptor activation follow distinct spatiotemporal path-
ways that may afford unique interactions with other cellular
signaling pathways.
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